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Abstract13

Accurately quantifying tree and forest structure is important for monitoring and understanding terrestrial14

ecosystem functioning in a changing climate. The emergence of laser scanning, such as Terrestrial Laser15

Scanning (TLS) and Unoccupied Aerial Vehicle Laser Scanning (UAV-LS), has advanced accurate and detailed16

forest structural measurements. TLS generally provides very accurate measurements on the plot-scale (a few17

ha), whereas UAV-LS provides comparable measurements on the landscape-scale (>10 ha). Despite the18

pivotal role dense tropical forests play in our climate, the strengths and limitations of TLS and UAV-LS to19

accurately measure structural metrics in these forests remain largely unexplored. Here, we propose to combine20

TLS and UAV-LS data from dense tropical forest plots to analyse how this fusion can further advance 3D21

structural mapping of structurally complex forests. We compared stand (vertical point distribution profiles)22

and tree level metrics from TLS, UAV-LS as well as their fused point cloud. The tree level metrics included23

the diameter at breast height (DBH), tree height (H), crown projection area (CPA), and crown volume (CV).24

Furthermore, we evaluated the impact of point density and number of returns for UAV-LS data acquisition.25

DBH measurements from TLS and UAV-LS were compared to census data. The TLS and UAV-LS based H,26

CPA and CV measurements were compared to those obtained from the fused point cloud. Our results for two27

tropical rainforest plots in Australia demonstrate that TLS can measure H, CPA and CV with an accuracy28

(RMSE) of 0.30 m (Haverage =27.32 m), 3.06 m2 (CPAaverage =66.74 m2), and 29.63 m3 (CVaverage =318.8129

m3) respectively. UAV-LS measures H, CPA and CV with an accuracy (RMSE) of <0.40 m, <5.50 m2, and30

<30.33m3 respectively. However, in dense tropical forests single flight UAV-LS is unable to sample the tree31

stems sufficiently for DBH measurement due to a limited penetration of the canopy. TLS can determine32
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DBH with an accuracy (RMSE) of 5.04 cm, (DBHaverage =45.08 cm), whereas UAV-LS can not. We show33

that in dense tropical forests stand-alone TLS is able to measure macroscopic structural tree metrics on34

plot-scale. We also show that UAV-LS can be used to quickly measure H, CPA, and CV of canopy trees on35

the landscape-scale with comparable accuracy to TLS. Hence, the fusion of TLS and UAV-LS, which can be36

time consuming and expensive, is not required for these purposes. However, TLS and UAV-LS fusion opens37

up new avenues to improve stand-alone UAV-LS structural measurements at the landscape-scale by applying38

TLS as a local calibration tool.39

Keywords: Terrestrial Laser Scanning, Forest structure, Data fusion, Unoccupied Aerial Vehicle, Tropical40

forests41
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1. Introduction42

Forest structure impacts the exchange of energy, carbon and water between canopies and the atmosphere43

(Béland et al., 2019). Tree structure is often used to provide population and demographic parameters, relates44

to habitat suitability, and tree structural parameters play an important role in estimating the aboveground45

biomass (Calders et al., 2020b; Chave et al., 2014; Ferrari et al., 2018). Accurate tree and forest structure46

quantification is thus important for monitoring and understanding how terrestrial ecosystems are functioning47

and changing in response to climate change (Calders et al., 2020b; Verbeeck et al., 2019).48

Measuring forest and tree structural metrics in the field is, however, often difficult and time consuming espe-49

cially in structurally complex, tall and spatially variable ecosystems, such as tropical forests. Measuring stand50

level structural metrics is for example important to assess forest dynamics and as a biodiversity indicator, but51

requires intensive field campaigns to cover the complete stand (Gao et al., 2014). Moreover, the quantification52

of the stand structure is limited to what the person in the field can see and manually measure (e.g. stem53

density). The diameter at breast height (DBH) and tree height (H) are standard structural measurements54

on permanent inventory plots and are crucial for estimating tropical forest carbon (Davies et al., 2021). In55

tropical forests buttresses or other deformaties complicate DBH measurements as standard dendrometrical56

tools, such as callipers or graduated tapes, require that the cross-section of the trunk has a convex shape.57

Therefore, the point of measurement is moved up and the diameter above buttress is measured, which can be58

difficult and very time consuming. Moreover, due to the hampered visibility in tropical forests it is not pos-59

sible to measure the height of each individual tree in the field directly. Therefore, the H of only a selection of60

trees is measured, preferably with a hypsometer or a similar device, and used to parameterize height-diameter61

models. However, there is a large variation in height-diameter relations among different tree species which is62

often lost in plot-specific models of tropical forests (Kearsley et al., 2017). The crown projection area (CPA)63

and crown volume (CV) are critical parameters in assessing inter-tree competition, estimating aboveground64

biomass and are often used as proxies for leaf area and leaf biomass (Meyer et al., 2018; Ritter & Nothdurft,65

2018; Wilkes et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2021). The CPA can be measured in the field by the vertical sighting66

method or the projection method which are either inaccurate or time consuming (Pretzsch et al., 2015). The67

CV can not be directly measured in the field and is often derived from other crown parameters (Zhu et al.,68

2021). We refer to DBH, H, CPA and CV as macroscopic structural features, which are features that relate69

to the larger scale tree structure (e.g. not fine scale branching structure).70

Obtaining accurate and detailed forest structural information has been revolutionised with the emergence71

of terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) (Calders et al., 2020a). TLS initially focused on measuring traditional72

structural metrics such as height and DBH, but eventually evolved to more advanced applications, such as73
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individual modelling of branch architecture, habitat assessment and tree species classification (Ashcroft et al.,74

2014; Calders et al., 2015; Terryn et al., 2020). Compared to directly measuring structural metrics in the field,75

TLS can acquire a larger amount of different structural metrics in a more detailed (mm-scale), semi-automated76

way (Newnham et al., 2015). However, acquiring TLS data generally involves time-consuming fieldwork (377

to 7 days/ha), which can be difficult in inacessible places and the spatial extent of data acquisition is often78

limited to one to a few hectares (Wilkes et al., 2017). In denser and more structurally complex forests, such79

as tropical forests, TLS does not always sample the whole canopy and occlusion occurs. Due to the below80

canopy viewpoint of TLS, occlusion tends to occur towards the top of the canopy. Even though occlusion81

can be mitigated using multiple returns scanners and a multiple scan position approach, it can still affect82

structural measurements (Lau et al., 2019). Occlusion in tropical forests can result in an underestimation of83

the TLS-derived H, which is in contrary to field measurements, where the H is often overestimated (Vaglio84

Laurin et al., 2019). Moreover, TLS occlusion results in a general undersampling of the living crown, a85

portion of the tree that holds a lot of information on the dimensions of that tree and the relationships with86

neighboring trees.87

Aircrafts equiped with laser scanners, the most typical form of airborne laser scanning (ALS), are broadly88

used to measure forest structure on much larger scales compared to TLS. However, using this laser scanning89

platform requires specific infrastructure and is very costly (Brede et al., 2017; Hartley et al., 2020). Moreover,90

the point density is typically in the order of 1 to 25 pts.m−2. Using laser scanners mounted on unoccupied91

aerial vehicles (UAV-LS) has only a low demand in infrastructure, is cheaper and higher point densities (10092

to 5000 pts.m−2) can be achieved compared to ALS from manned aircrafts. Furthermore, UAV-LS samples93

from multiple different angles and closer to the canopy, which enables capturing more of the canopy and94

sub-canopy structure. UAV-LS can also cover larger areas in a fraction of the time while, in theory, still95

allowing comparable analyses to those from TLS (Calders et al., 2020a). Mapping time with a Ricopter96

UAV-LS system is approximately 20 to 30 min per flight but in practice, taking preparations into account, a97

maximum of four to six flights can be flown per day in tropical rainforest sites. The area that can be covered98

during the flights depends on several factors such as flight speed and flight pattern which also influences the99

density of the resulting point cloud. In general, UAV-LS can cover approximately one ha per hour (0.04100

days/ha). Multiple studies have demonstrated the applicability of UAV-LS for the determination of basic101

structural metrics in temperate and boreal forests (Brede et al., 2019; Bruggisser et al., 2020; Kr̊uček et al.,102

2020; Puliti et al., 2020; Torresan et al., 2020). However, they have also demonstrated limitations for the103

measurement of the DBH in more complex stand conditions. This is again related to increased occlusion104

when scanning denser stands where mainly below canopy parts are occluded as a consequence of the above105
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canopy viewpoint. Based on the results obtained from temperate and boreal forests, it can be expected106

that tree stem parameters will be difficult to obtain with standalone UAV-LS in multi-layered, dense tropical107

forest stands. Nevertheless, H and crown parameters, such as the CPA and CV, could be achievable to obtain108

through UAV-LS in a quick, cost-effective way and on larger scales than TLS.109

Terrestrial and UAV laser scanning have a completely different point of view, which is below and above110

canopy respectively. Therefore, combining TLS with UAV-LS data, through the co-registration of their point111

clouds, could result in more complete picture of vegetation and tree structure as TLS samples vegetation112

parts that are likely occluded in UAV-LS data and vice versa (Shenkin et al., 2019). This fusion could reduce113

occlusion and might improve the quantification of tree and canopy structural metrics. Schneider et al. (2019)114

quantified occlusion in a temperate forest and tropical rainforest when using TLS from the ground, from a115

canopy crane and from UAV-LS. They showed that measurements from above the canopy or the ground alone116

can have considerable occlusion leading to a bias in derived products. Still, the concept of TLS and UAV-LS117

fusion is largely unexplored in tropical forests as there are no systematic workflows yet, it is often impractical118

in these dense forest types and is also expensive. Fusion of TLS and high density UAV-LS in tropical forests119

could however reveal the possibilities and limitations of TLS and UAV-LS as stand alone products as well as120

the added value of their combined point clouds.121

Here, we propose combining TLS and multiple returns UAV-LS data from dense tropical forest plots, and122

analyse how this can advance 3D structural mapping of forest structure in tropical forests at different spatial123

scales. We compare stand (vertical point density profiles) and tree level metrics (DBH, H, CPA, and CV), for124

two dense tropical forest plots, obtained from the TLS and UAV-LS point clouds as well as their fused point125

clouds. We also compare these metrics obtained from UAV-LS point clouds with different point densities126

resulting from different flight speeds and resulting from extracting only the single and first returns. Our127

study aims to provide new insights into the use of TLS, UAV-LS and their fusion in dense tropical forests128

for obtaining macroscopic structural metrics.129

2. Materials and methods130

2.1. Study sites131

We selected two tropical rainforest sites located in Queensland, Australia (Table 1). The Oliver Creek (OC)132

site is a very wet lowland coastal rainforest located 1 km south from the coast within the Daintree national133

park and characterised by a Complex Mesophyll Vine Forest. The Robson Creek (RC) site lies on the134

Atherton Tablelands in the wet tropical rainforests of Australia and is a 25 ha Super site established in 2009135

and characterised by a Simple Notophyll Vine Forest (TERN, 2021). A 0.5 ha and 1 ha plot (sub-area) were136
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chosen within the OC and RC sites respectively. From the OC and RC plots, 32 and 57 trees were selected137

for individual tree structural measurements respectively. These specific trees were selected in the context of138

further research (outside the scope of this study) on linking traits with tree structure, with an interest in the139

dominant function of the plot. Therefore, three to five of the largest individuals for all species which together140

comprise 80% of the basal area of the plot were sampled. The trees were tagged with retroreflective codes141

which enable a quick identification of the trees in the TLS data and an easy linking to the census data. The142

spatial distribution of the selected trees in the plots and their DBH distributions compared to all the trees143

(DBH >10 cm) within the plot are illustrated in Figure 1.144

Table 1: Site and plot specifics for Oliver Creek and Robson Creek. The cut-off diameter to determine the stem density was 10
cm. DBH refers to the diameter at breast height or above buttresses for irregular stems, H refers to tree height.

Oliver Creek Robson Creek
plot area [ha] 0.5 (50 m x 100 m) 1 (100 m x 100 m)
plot location (south-west corner) 16◦ 8’ 0.17” S, 17◦7’ 0.28” S,

145◦ 26’ 0.47” E 145◦ 37’ 0.80” E
distance to CORS base-station in Mareeba [km] 98.8 34.5
site elevation [m] 30 680 - 740
rainfall [mm] 3470 2236
mean temperature [◦ Celsius] 25.3 19.4
average stem density [stems/ha] 638 967
number of selected trees 32 57
mean DBH (standard deviation) [cm] of all trees 26.53 (14.79) 21.54 (13.12)
mean DBH (standard deviation) [cm] of selected trees 49.66 (16.98) 50.80 (17.08)
DBH range [cm] of selected trees 10 - 71 11 - 88
H range [m] of selected trees 15.1 - 33.3 19.6 - 37.4

2.2. Data collection145

2.2.1. Terrestrial laser scanning146

Multiple returns TLS data were collected during the dry season in July and August 2018 using a RIEGL147

VZ-400 terrestrial laser scanner (RIEGL LaserMeasurement Systems, Horn, Austria) (Figure 2, Table 2).148

Both plots were scanned in a 10 m by 10 m regular grid. The OC (0.5 ha) and RC (1 ha) plot were scanned149

with 3 people in three and four days respectively. At each scan location an additional scan was acquired with150

the instrument tilted at 90° from the vertical to sample a full hemisphere resulting in 132 and 242 scans for151

OC and RC respectively. Reflective targets were used to co-register all the scan locations to a single point152

cloud using RIEGL’s RiSCAN PRO software package (RIEGL, 2020; Wilkes et al., 2017). The co-registration153

of the scan positions was further optimized with the Multi-Station Adjustment (MSA) algorithm, within the154

RiSCAN PRO software package. Multi-Station Adjustment modifies the position and orientation of each155

scan location based on feature matching in several iterations to calculate the best overall registration. In156

this case, the orientation and position of each scan position were iteratively adjusted to minimise the global157
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(a) Oliver Creek (b) Robson Creek (c) DBH distribution

Figure 1: Illustration of the spatial distribution of the selected trees in (a) Oliver Creek and (b) Robson Creek. The black dots
indicate the location of the tree trunks. The colors represent different tree species. (c) Kernel Density Estimation plots of the
DBH-distributions of the selected trees compared to all the trees in the plot for OC (top) and RC (bottom)

fitting error of tie-planes (planar areas in the point cloud). The resulting standard deviation of the errors158

over all tie-planes in a search range of 0.1 m was 0.44 cm and 0.48 cm for OC and RC respectively.159

Table 2: Specifications of laser scanning systems.

TLS UAV-LS

laser scanning instrument RIEGL VZ-400
RIEGL VUX-1UAV with
Applanix AP-20 IMU

wavelength [nm] 1550 1550
beam divergence [mrad] 0.35 0.5
pulse repetition rate [kHz] 300 550
effective measurement rate [meas.sec−1] 122,000 500,000
maximum range [m] 160 - 350 170 - 300
zenith and azimuth angle [°] 0.04 NA

zenith and azimuth range [°]
0 - 360
0 - 130

NA

scanning pattern 10 x 10 m grid outline
flight time [min] NA 25
mapping time [min] NA 15

2.2.2. Unoccupied aerial vehicle laser scanning160

Multiple returns UAV-LS data were collected in September 2018 with a RIEGL RiCOPTER equipped with the161

VUX-SYS system (RIEGL LaserMeasurement Systems, Horn, Austria) (Figure 2, Table 2). The VUX-SYS162

consists of the RIEGL VUX-1UAV laser scanner combined with an Applanix AP-20 (Inertial Measurement163

Unit). All flights were flown at 90 m above ground level. The maximum flight time was about 25 minutes,164
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(a) RIEGL VZ-400 terrestrial laser scanner (b) RIEGL RICOPTER with RIEGL VUX-1UAV laser scanner

µ

(c) Oliver Creek (d) Robson Creek

Figure 2: Illustration of the laser scanning instruments used to collect the 3D data in the field: (a) RIEGL VZ-400 terrestrial
laser scanner, (b) RIEGL RICOPTER with RIEGL VUX-1UAV laser scanner. The TLS scan positions and UAV-LS flightlines
are shown in blue and red respectively, on top of the medium and high density UAV-LS point clouds for Oliver Creek (c) and
Robson Creek (d) respectively.

but due to the required in flight dynamic alignment of the IMU, the effective mapping time is reduced to165

approximately 15 minutes. We carried out two flights per plot to investigate the influence of the resulting166

point density on the structural metrics. The two flights at OC were flown with a programmed speed of 2.5167

m.s−1 and 4.5 m.s−1 (Table 3). The two flights at RC were flown with a programmed speed of 2.5 m.s−1
168

and 8 m.s−1 (Table 3). We define high density (HD), medium density (MD) and low density (LD) as point169
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clouds resulting from 2.5, 4.5 and 8 m.s−1 flights respectively. UAV-LS processing followed procedures as170

described by Brede et al. (2017). Initial trajectory estimation was based on Post-Processed Kinematic (PPK)171

processing tools. For that, GNSS base-station data of the CORS base-station in Mareeba (QLD) were used172

and processed together with the systems GNSS data within POSPac Mobile Mapping Suite v8.3 (Applanix173

Corporation, Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada).174

For each flight the first and single returns were extracted to simulate single returns UAV-LS systems. It175

should be mentioned that this subsampling of multiple returns (MR) to single returns (SR) is simplified and176

other sensor parameters are not altered to mirror real SR systems. In the case of real SR systems, sensor177

parameters such as the range, beam divergence, and detector accuracy are generally less favourable compared178

to the high-end systems used in this study. For example, a larger beam divergence might result in no ground179

returns at all. This in mind, the simulated SR results can not be expected to correspond directly to real180

simple SR systems. Nonetheless, we believe the results provide insight in the limitations of SR systems.181

Alternatively, it should be noted that LiDAR simulators such as HELIOS++ could be used to simulate SR182

sensor data (Winiwarter et al., 2021). These simulators allow to control a broad range of scanning parameters183

(including beam divergence and scanning pattern) and can thus simulate SR from MR.184

Table 3: UAV flight settings for all flights. All flights were flown at a flight height of 90 m. Subscripts HD, MD and LD indicate
high, medium and low density respectively. # FL gives the number of flight lines for each flight.

plot flight name flight speed [m.s−1] Area mapped [ha] # FL wind condition

Oliver Creek
UAV-LSHD OC 2.5 5.7 13 none
UAV-LSMD 4.5 10.0 19 none

Robson Creek
UAV-LSHD RC 2.5 4.1 15 light wind
UAV-LSLD 8 33.6 16 none - light wind

2.3. Data processing and fusion method185

UAV-LS data and TLS data were fused using the RIEGL’s RiSCAN PRO software package (RIEGL, 2020)186

(Figure 3). First, the UAV-LS flightlines were imported in RiSCAN PRO. The full TLS point cloud (con-187

taining all scans in one point cloud) was subsequently manually coarsely registered to the UAV-LS flightlines.188

This fast manual registration was based on common canopy gaps and terrain visible in the UAV-LS and TLS189

point clouds. Next, top of canopy and digital terrain models, with a spatial resolution of 1 m, were obtained190

using the RiSCAN pro software. These models as well as tie-planes were used as input for the MSA function191

to improve the co-registration between the point clouds. At this stage the accuracy of the registration of192

the UAV-LS flightlines could be visually compared to the dense TLS point cloud. This showed that the co-193

registration of the UAV-LS flightlines could be further improved using the dense TLS point cloud. Moreover,194

at this point the standard deviations of the errors over the tie-planes (of the TLS point cloud compared to195
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the UAV-LS point cloud) in a search range of 0.1 m were 7.25 cm and 4.76 cm for the UAV-LSHD OC and196

RC point clouds respectively. The standard deviations of the errors over the tie-planes in the same search197

range for the UAV-LSMD and UAV-LSLD point clouds were 4.12 cm and 6.90 cm respectively. Therefore,198

the registration of each individual flightline was improved by applying MSA using tie-planes and the TLS199

point cloud as a reference. Finally, this yielded the best overall co-registration of the UAV-LS and TLS point200

clouds with standard deviations of the errors over the tie-planes in a search range of 0.1 m of 2.90 cm and201

1.83 cm for the UAV-LSHD OC and RC point clouds respectively. The standard deviations of the errors over202

the tie-planes in a search range of 0.1 m for the UAV-LSMD and UAV-LSLD point clouds improved to 3.24203

cm and 3.50 cm respectively.204

Figure 3: Diagram of the fusion process. Full lines mean that the rotation matrix of the point cloud is locked. Interupted
lines mean that the rotation matrix of the point cloud is being modified. A box with full lines refers to a point cloud. A box
with interupted lines refers to a fusion step. MSA refers to the Multi-Station Adjustment algorithm included in the Riscan Pro
software of RIEGL.

Before combining the TLS and UAV-LS point clouds into one fused point cloud the respective clouds were205

downsampled individually, which decreases the number of points in the resulting point clouds. The TLS and206

UAV-LS point clouds were downsampled because we are interested in the spatial distribution of the points207

rather than the absolute density. In this way downsampling helps to compare the density of non-redundant208

points obtained by TLS and UAV-LS. We used the spatial subsample function in the CloudCompare software,209

which picks points from the original cloud so that no point in the output cloud is closer to another point than210
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the user defined distance (CloudCompare, 2021). A distance of 0.02 m was chosen in function of the beam211

divergence and range of the laser scanners (Table 2). Subsequently, these downsampled TLS and UAV-LS212

point clouds were combined to obtain the fused point clouds. We applied downsampling before combining213

the point clouds (instead of after combining TLS and UAV-LS) to retain the different structural information214

that is obtained from TLS in comparison to UAV-LS. Points from TLS typically cover the bottom of branches215

whereas points from UAV-LS cover the top part of the branches. In this way thin branches (with a diameter216

<2 cm) will keep points at the bottom as well as the top of the branch and no important information is lost217

due to downsampling.218

2.4. Stand level metric measurement219

The vertical point distribution profile was calculated from the downsampled TLS, UAV-LS and fused point220

clouds. First, the downsampled TLS, UAV-LS and fused point clouds were clipped to the plot (OC and RC)221

boundaries. Subsequently, the lasground new function from LAStools (Isenburg, 2014) was used to determine222

the height of each point above the ground. Next, each point was classified in one of the 1 m height classes223

and for each height class the number of points is determined. Lastly, the number of points is divided by the224

area and the point density in pts per m2 is obtained for each height class.225

2.5. Tree segmentation226

To obtain the 89 TLS tree point clouds from the downsampled TLS point cloud, we used a combination of227

the semi-automatic approach treeseg (Burt et al., 2019) followed by manual intervention and quality control228

of the extraction. Treeseg is an open-source software for automatic tree segmentation which utilises generic229

point cloud processing techniques including Euclidean clustering, principal component analysis, region-based230

segmentation, shape fitting and connectivity testing. Treeseg succesfully extracted most of the stems but231

struggled with extracting the crowns as many of them were intertwined and some were infested with lianas.232

Therefore, the tree segmentation was manually completed using CloudCompare.233

The UAV-LS tree point clouds of the 89 trees were extracted from the downsampled UAV-LS point clouds234

based on the TLS tree point clouds using a voxel approach executed in Python. First, the TLS tree point235

clouds and the downsampled UAV-LS point clouds were both voxelised (voxel size of 0.5 m). The points236

within the voxels that overlapped with the TLS tree point clouds were extracted from the downsampled UAV-237

LS point cloud. In this way, the intial UAV-LS tree point clouds were obtained. Finally, the segmentation238

was manually corrected in CloudCompare to include the crown points which were not captured by TLS due239

to occlusion and to remove points which fell within the voxel size but did not belong to the tree.240
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The fused tree point clouds were obtained by combining the TLS and UAV-LS tree point clouds of the same241

tree.242

2.6. Tree level metric measurement243

We calculated the DBH, H, CPA, and CV for each TLS, UAV-LS and fused tree point cloud. DBH was244

calculated for the TLS and fused tree point clouds as the diameter of the optimal circle fitted through a 6245

mm thick horizontal slice similar to Calders et al. (2015). We applied a least squares circle fitting algorithm246

as Tansey et al. (2009) found that least squares circle fitting was most accurate when comparing it with least247

squares cylinder fitting and circular Hough transformation. The slice at which the DBH is measured was248

initially taken from 1.27 m to 1.33 m from the lowest point of the tree point cloud. For this slice the average249

residual between the points and the fitted circle was calculated. When the average residual exceeded a value250

of 0.001 times the radius, indicating a non-circular (irregular) stem shape and presumably buttresses, the251

process was repeated with a new slice 6 mm higher than the previous one until a slice above the buttresses252

was reached. To assess if DBH calculation from the UAV-LS tree point clouds was possible in a similar way,253

we took a 20 cm slice of the UAV-LS tree point cloud at the height that DBH was measured from the TLS254

tree point cloud (Brede et al., 2017). Subsequently, the number of points in the slice was determined. For the255

trees with more than three points in this slice, DBH was measured based on optimising circle fitting.256

The H was calculated as the height difference between the highest and the lowest point of the tree point257

cloud. For UAV-LS, the height difference was determined between the highest point of the tree point cloud258

and the digital terrain model (DTM) under the tree.259

The CPA of the tree point clouds was determined as the area of the points projected in the xy-plane. The260

area was calculated through the computation of the alpha shape (α = 2) of the projected points.261

The CV of the tree point clouds was determined by computing a 3D alpha shape (α = 1) to the crown points262

of the point clouds. The crown points are defined as the points higher than the first branch of the tree.263

2.7. Tree level metric assessment method264

To evaluate the ability of TLS and UAV-LS to measure tree structural metrics, we compared the TLS and265

UAV-LS based measurements to benchmark dataset. For the DBH, the measurements were compared to266

census data from 2015. These census DBHs were measured in the field at breast height (1.3 m) with a DBH267

tape to the nearest millimetre. Stems with buttresses were measured at least 1 m above the highest buttress.268

For H, CPA, and CV there were no destructive validation data from the field, so we used the measurements269

obtained from the fusion of the TLS and the MR UAV-LSHD flights as our benchmark dataset. Note that270

in this case accuracy is determined compared to a non-independent dataset (fused data). In contrary to271
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TLS and UAV-LS, this fused data set captures the complete 3D extent of the tree. We calculated the root-272

mean-squared error (RMSE) between the measurements and the benchmark values to evaluate the deviation273

from the benchmark data and to determine the accuracy compared to this dataset. Moreover, the mean274

difference (in percentage) between the measurements and the benchmark, and its 95% confidence interval were275

determined by using the Bootstrap Resampling Method. This method was applied in Python (Van Rossum276

& Drake, 2009) using the random.choice function from the numpy package and 10,000 bootstrap samples.277

For each bootstrap sample, a sample with replacement is drawn with the same size as the original dataset278

and the mean of the sample is determined (Kuhn et al., 2013). Finally, the mean and the 95% confidence279

interval of the previously calculated means are determined.280

3. Results281

The results of the fusion of the TLS and MR UAV-LSHD point clouds are visualised in Figure 4 (plot level)282

and Figure 5 (tree level). All point clouds used in the analysis are downsampled to 0.02 m.283

Figure 4: Illustration of fusion results on plot level for TLS and multiple returns high density UAV-LS flights (UAV-LSHD) over
the Oliver Creek (left) and Robson Creek (right) plots.
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Figure 5: Illustration of fusion results on tree level for TLS and multiple returns high density UAV-LS (UAV-LSHD) for a tree
in Oliver Creek. a-e represent different views, with (a) representing the full tree and b-c representing a lower branch. d-e are a
representation of the top of the tree, presented for TLS (d) and UAV-LS (e) separately. Vertical axis gives the height [m] of the
points. Horizontal and vertical distances are using the same scale.
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3.1. Stand level metric assessment284

After alignment and fusion the point density of the downsampled point clouds as a function of height above285

ground was obtained (Figure 6 and 7).286

Figure 6: (left) The point density profiles [pts/m2] of the downsampled (0.02 m) TLS, multiple returns high density UAV-LS
(UAV-LSHD) and fused (fusedHD) point clouds in function of the height above ground [m] at Oliver Creek (top) and Robson
Creek (bottom). A 2 m wide and 30 m long slice of the UAV-LSHD (middle) and TLS (right) point clouds acquired from the
plots.

The point density profiles of the UAV-LSHD flights over Oliver Creek and Robson Creek are similar and287

peak at a height above ground of 22 m and 23 m respectively. These heights are situated near the bottom288

of the upper canopy, defining the upper canopy as the collection of crowns touching the canopy surface.289

Approximately 50% of the UAV-LS points are above and below these heights. The TLS point density profiles290

of the plots show a more differing shape and partly reflect the complex vertical vegetation structure below291

the upper canopy, which is not visible in the UAV-LS profiles (Figure 6 and 7). For both plots, approximately292
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50% of the TLS points are below 9 m. 22-23 m is also the height above which UAV-LS density is higher than293

TLS density. Hence, UAV-LS samples a larger amount of the upper canopy that TLS misses due to occlusion294

(>22-23 m), noting no distinction is made between branches and leaves. Even though there is significant295

sub-canopy occlusion in the case of UAV-LS, subcanopy trees and the understory as well as the ground are296

partly sampled and layers can be recognized from the point clouds (Figure 4 and 6). The difference in point297

density between the HD, MD and LD flights (acquired at different flight speeds) is highest around 22-23298

m above ground. Sampling only single returns compared to multiple returns results in a total decrease of299

point density of approximately 30% and 36% for Oliver Creek and Robson Creek respectively. This decrease300

mainly consists of fewer ground points as well as less points in the canopy, at heights above ground around301

22-23 m (Table 4 and Figure 7).302

(a) MR (b) SR

Figure 7: The point density [pts/m2] as a function of the height above ground [m] for the downsampled (0.02 m) multiple returns
(MR) (a) and single returns (SR) (b) UAV-LS flights over Oliver Creek (OC) and Robson Creek (RC). HD, MD and LD refer
to high, medium and low density respectively.

Table 4: Total point cloud densities (after downsampling to 0.02 m, [pts/m2]) for TLS and UAV-LS of both plots. HD, MD,
LD, MR and SR mean high density, medium density, low density, multiple returns and single returns respectively. Single returns
(in brackets) were obtained by extracting the first and single returns from the multiple returns point clouds.

datatype \plot Oliver Creek [pts/m2] Robson Creek [pts/m2]
TLS 23,923 11,961
UAV-LSHD 2,764 (1,928) 3,492 (2,191)
UAV-LSMD 2,282 (1,596) -
UAV-LSLD - 730 (472)

3.2. Tree level metric assessment303

The segmentation results of the 89 individual trees from TLS and UAV-LSHD are presented in Figure 8.304
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Figure 8: Illustration of the segmentation results of the 32 trees of Oliver Creek and 57 trees from Robson Creek combined:
(left) TLS and (right) multiple returns high density UAV-LS. The trees are also sorted by H.
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TLS-derived DBH compares very well to field measured DBH with RMSE values of 5.04 cm. In the case of305

UAV-LSHD, circle fitting was only possible for 27% of the trees (>2 points in slice of 20 cm) and resulted in306

RMSE of 8.26 m and 2.10 cm compared to the census DBH for Oliver Creek and Robson Creek respectively.307

For MR UAV-LSMD and UAV-LSLD DBH emeasurements resulted in RMSE values twice as large, and for308

SR UAV-LS DBH measurement was not possible for >95% of the trees.309

Both TLS and MR UAV-LS show only small mean differences (<±1%) in H measurements compared to the310

benchmark, resulting in RMSE of 0.30 m for TLS and RMSE <0.38 m for all MR UAV-LS point clouds311

(Figure 9a, Table 5). Also with SR UAV-LS similar mean differences around 1% are obtained for the HD312

and MD point clouds of Oliver Creek. Note that for the same flight speed (2.5 m/s) difference in mean H313

measurements are approximately twice as large in Robson Creek compared to Oliver Creek. SR UAV-LS314

generally results in more metric measurements and higher mean differences (Figure 9a).315

Table 5: Bootstrapping results for the mean difference in measured H compared to the benchmark [%] and its lower and upper
limits of the ci (95% confidence interval) [%] and RMSE [m]. Negative and positive values indicate underestimations and
overestimations respectively. HD, MD, LD, OC and RC stand for high density, medium density, low density, Oliver Creek and
Robson Creek respectively.

mean difference [%] lower limit ci [%] upper limit ci [%] RMSE [m] mean difference [%] lower limit ci [%] upper limit ci [%] RMSE [m]
sampling method plot multiple returns single returns
TLS -0.63 -0.84 -0.46 0.30 - - - -

UAV-LSHD OC 0.32 0.19 0.44 0.12 1.12 0.59 1.64 0.46
RC 0.73 0.45 1.06 0.38 4.04 3.08 5.06 1.54

UAV-LSMD OC 0.22 0.06 0.36 0.11 0.65 0.26 1.02 0.31
UAV-LSLD RC 0.62 0.36 0.89 0.32 5.08 3.58 6.65 2.11

fusedHD OC -0.10 -0.15 -0.05 0.04
RC

benchmark
-0.35 -0.62 -0.16 0.26

fusedMD OC -0.09 -0.16 -0.03 0.05 -0.15 -0.22 -0.09 0.06
fusedLD RC -0.08 -0.11 -0.04 0.04 -0.40 -0.66 -0.21 0.27

With regards to the measured CPA, TLS (mean difference of -3.65%, RMSE of 3.06 m2) achieves slightly316

better results compared to MR UAV-LSHD and UAV-LSMD (mean differences -6.85% to -8.05%, RMSE of317

3.96 to 5.50 m2) (Figure 9b, Table 6). MR UAV-LSLD and all SR UAV-LS result in mean differences >-18%318

and RMSE >9.62 m2.319

Table 6: Bootstrapping results for the mean difference in measured CPA compared to the benchmark [%] and its lower and upper
limits of the ci (95% confidence interval) [%] and RMSE [m2]. Negative values and postive values indicate underestimations and
overestimations respectively. HD, MD, LD, OC and RC stand for high density, medium density, low density, Oliver Creek and
Robson Creek respectively.

mean difference [%] lower limit ci [%] upper limit ci [%] RMSE [m2] mean difference [%] lower limit ci [%] upper limit ci [%] RMSE [m2]
sampling method plot multiple returns single returns
TLS -3.65 -4.29 -3.07 3.06 - - - -

UAV-LSHD OC -6.85 -10.34 -3.99 3.96 -18.26 -27.06 -10.52 12.07
RC -8.05 -10.80 -5.91 5.50 -19.51 -24.61 -15.08 13.13

UAV-LSMD OC -7.55 -10.94 -4.67 4.61 -19.87 -29.29 -11.86 13.00
UAV-LSLD RC -17.98 -21.82 -14.54 9.62 -32.80 -39.05 -27.00 19.71

fusedHD OC -0.67 -0.93 -0.43 0.61
RC

benchmark
-1.52 -2.19 -0.97 1.54

fusedMD OC -0.45 -0.74 -0.20 0.46 -0.65 -0.96 -0.38 0.56
fusedLD RC -1.45 -1.83 -1.09 1.14 -2.76 -3.48 -2.13 2.17

In the case of the measured CV, TLS (mean difference of -6.90%, RMSE of 29.36 m3) and MR UAV-LSHD320
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and UAV-LSMD (mean differences -7.79% to -9.19%, RMSE of 25.34 to 30.33 m3) achieve similar results321

(Figure 9c, Table 7). Mean difference increases with a factor two for MR UAV-LSLD. Similarly to the CPA322

measurements, SR UAV-LS leads to highly metric measurements and mean differences >-24.22% (RMSE323

>85.51 m3).324

Table 7: Bootstrapping results for the mean difference in measured CV compared to the benchmark [%] and its lower and upper
limits of the ci (95% confidence interval) [%] and RMSE [m3]. Negative values and postive values indicate underestimations and
overestimations respectively. HD, MD, LD, OC and RC stand for high density, medium density, low density, Oliver Creek and
Robson Creek respectively.

mean difference [%] lower limit ci [%] upper limit ci [%] RMSE [m3] mean difference [%] lower limit ci [%] upper limit ci [%] RMSE [m3]
sampling method plot multiple returns single returns
TLS -6.90 -7.71 -6.13 29.63 - - - -

UAV-LSHD OC -8.38 -11.39 -5.93 30.33 -26.11 -34.41 -18.65 96.12
RC -9.19 -12.21 -6.85 25.34 -25.54 -30.25 -21.30 85.51

UAV-LSMD OC -7.79 -10.02 -5.81 30.23 -24.22 -32.43 -17.12 98.23
UAV-LSLD RC -15.10 -17.60 -12.89 42.95 -38.81 -44.23 -33.58 127.58

fusedHD OC -0.86 -1.32 -0.23 8.75
RC

benchmark
-3.31 -4.08 -2.66 13.27

fusedMD OC 0.05 -0.49 0.77 8.30 -0.79 -1.32 -0.11 8.44
fusedLD RC -1.87 -2.47 -1.31 6.79 -4.75 -5.65 -3.96 17.95

(a) H

Figure 9: Boxplots of the percentage difference in measured individual tree metric [%] between TLS and UAV-LS, and the
benchmark sampling method (the fusion of the TLS and high density multiple return UAV-LS point clouds): (a) H (b) CPA
(c) CV. The green horizontal line at 0 indicates no difference between the benchmark sampling method and the other sampling
methods. Boxes situated above or beneath this line indicate an overestimation or an underestimation respectively. HD, MD and
LD refer to high, medium and low density respectively. MR and SR refer to multiple returns and single returns respectively.
OC and RC refer to Oliver Creek and Robson Creek respectively.
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(b) CPA

(c) CV

Figure 9 (cont.)

4. Discussion325

Our results are based on the largest trees of the most common species in the plot. Hence, our results only326

apply for the larger trees in the plot. It has been shown that large-diameter trees constitute roughly half of327

the mature forest biomass worldwide and that these large trees have a disproportional contribution to stand328

biomass in the tropics (Bastin et al., 2018; Lutz et al., 2018; Slik et al., 2013).329
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4.1. Strengths and limitations of TLS330

4.1.1. Macroscopic metric measurements: DBH, H, CPA, CV331

Our results show that TLS is able to measure the DBH with an accuracy (RMSE= 5.04 cm), H (RMSE=332

0.30 m), CPA (RMSE= 3.06 m2), and CV (RMSE= 29.63 m3). The RMSE for our DBH measurements is333

similar but slightly higher than previous non-tropical studies of Calders et al. (2015); Stovall et al. (2017);334

Tansey et al. (2009), who obtained RMSE of 0.02 m (DBH range 11-62 cm), 4.3% (DBH range 10.6-33.6335

cm) and 0.019-0.037 m (DBH range 16-40 cm) respectively. The higher RMSE can be mainly explained by336

the larger DBH values (DBH range 10-88 cm) in our plot and the presence of buttresses which complicate337

DBH measurements in the field as well as from the TLS point clouds. In our study 74% of the trees had a338

non-circular shape at breast height (presumably due to buttresses) and thus DBH measurement was taken339

at a higher height. For these trees the RMSE of the DBH measurements is approximately 5.73 cm while340

the RMSE for the non-buttressed trees is 1.99 cm. The RMSE for the H measurements from TLS is also in341

line with the results of Calders et al. (2015), who compared TLS-derived H with destructively sampled H342

in an Eucalypt Open Forest (RMSE= 0.55 m). Note that the small mean differences of <1% are probably343

not significant when taking into account the variability caused by measurement errors related to registration,344

wind and noise. Hence, occlusion in the top of the canopy does not hamper the measurement of macroscopic345

structural metrics from TLS in tropical forests.346

4.1.2. Sampling limitation: top of the canopy347

However, due to this top of the canopy occlusion top branches appear to be undersampled (Figure 5 box348

d versus e). Therefore, fine scale branching structure, which is relevant for answering ecological questions349

regarding for example the metabolic scaling theory, may not be fully reconstructed in the top of the canopy350

using TLS. 3D modelling of branching structure from TLS, UAV-LS as well as from their fusion, through351

the use of QSMs, could shed more light on this matter. But as acquiring TLS data generally involves time-352

consuming fieldwork (3 to 7 days/ha), the spatial extent of TLS data acquisition remains limited to small353

areas (plot scale e.g. a few ha) and is therefore less suitable for monitoring macroscopic tree structure in354

large areas of forests.355

4.2. Strengths and limitations of UAV-LS356

4.2.1. Macroscopic metric measurements: H, CPA, CV357

Similarly to TLS, UAV-LS showed to be able to accurately measure the H (RMSE= 0.11-0.32 m), the CPA358

(RMSE= 3.96-5.5 m2), and the CV (RMSE= 25.34-30.33 m3). So despite the dense canopy and the resulting359

occlusion under the top of the canopy, UAV-LS is able to sample a sufficient amount of ground points for H360
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measurement in tropical forests. Medium to low density multiple returns UAV-LS show to be a good option361

to obtain H measurements for larger tropical forest areas in a fraction of the time (0.04 days/ha) compared362

to TLS. Comparing OC (slightly sloped terrain) and RC (undulating terrain), terrain appears to have an363

influence on the accuracy of the H measurements compared to the benchmark, but the difference could also364

be accounted to the flight coverage. The RC plot was at the edge of the UAV-LS point cloud compared365

to OC, which affected the DTM (and thus the H measurements) at the far end of the RC plot (Figure 2a366

and 2b). Coverage could also explain the slightly better results (mean difference of 0.1 % smaller) in H367

measurement for the MD and LD flights compared to the HD flights. This stresses the importance of flight368

pattern and optimal cover of the plot and trees of interest. Our results show that a SR UAV-LS might be able369

to provide comparable H measurements. But, as our SR results are based on a subsample of the MR point370

clouds, the actual potential of such a UAV-LS system should be futher investigated as it could cut capital371

costs. The underestimation of the CPA (compared to the benchmark) by UAV-LSHD (-6.85 %) is twice as372

large as the underestimation from TLS data (-3.65 %), mainly caused by undersampling of the smaller trees373

and lower canopy parts by UAV-LS. Yet, the difference between TLS and UAV-LSHD is not that large for the374

CV measurements. For the both the CPA and CV measurements, LD and SR lead to high mean differences375

(>-18 % & -15%). The ability of UAV-LS to capture large areas in a fraction of the time and accurately376

measure the H, CPA, and CV shows its potential to monitor macroscopic tree canopy structure in dense377

tropical forests. Moreover, compared to TLS repeating studies with UAV-LS is more feasible as you can refly378

the plot everyday whereas recapturing it with TLS would take several months. However, it is much easier to379

operate TLS compared to operating UAV-LS which requires a pilot licence and permission to fly.380

4.2.2. Sampling limitation: below the canopy381

Due to below canopy occlusion in our dense tropical forest plots, UAV-LS failed to robustly and accurately382

measure the DBH. Our study focused on the use of only one UAV-LS flight for DBH measurements. Com-383

bining several UAV-LS flights that are acquired using different flight patterns (different viewing angles) could384

improve DBH measurements. It would not only increase the sampled stem points but also improve the fitting385

accuracy as different parts along the stem are sampled. Therefore, obtaining DBH from UAV-LS flights386

in tropical rainforests should be further investigated. However, occlusion is still very high when viewing a387

canopy from the top (<10 % of the laser pulses go through the canopy). Hence, increasing the point density388

by combining multiple flights does not necessarily increase the stem points. Moreover, registration error be-389

tween the UAV-LS flightlines is much higher compared to TLS due to a lack of good control objects (reflectors390

for TLS). This registration error influences the accuracy of the circle fitting for DBH measurement.391
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4.2.3. Tree segmentation limitations392

In our study UAV-LS tree point clouds were extracted partly based upon the TLS tree point cloud and393

further manual corrections. This gives better tree segmentation results than you would achieve when applying394

a completely automated UAV-LS tree segmentation method in tropical forests. The measurements of the395

individual tree structure metrics are, however, very dependent on the segmentation. Although H measurement396

for canopy trees, which are not covered by other trees, is an exception here. In this case a perfect segmentation397

is not necessary as only the top of the canopy and DTM need to be measured correctly. Our results, which398

were obtained using a segmentation based on the fusion with TLS and time consuming manual corrections,399

present better possible measurements than what can be achieved with completely stand-alone UAV-LS. The400

increasing amount of research on individual tree (crown) segmentation from UAV-LS data is promising,401

but also here studies in dense tropical rainforests are lacking (Chen et al., 2021; Kr̊uček et al., 2020). An402

automated and accurate tree segmentation is, however, a crucial step for obtaining landscape scale stand-alone403

UAV-LS structural measurements going beyond H (Krisanski et al., 2021).404

4.3. Potential of fusing TLS and UAV-LS405

4.3.1. Calibration and validation tool406

We showed that in dense tropical forests stand-alone TLS is able to measure macroscopic structural tree407

metrics on plot-scale. Additionally, UAV-LS data can be used to measure H, CPA and CV, of the largest408

trees, on the landscape-scale when tree segmentation from UAV-LS data is optimised. Hence, the fusion of409

TLS and UAV-LS is not necessary for these purposes. Nevertheless, fusion could be used to improve stand-410

alone UAV-LS structural measurements by applying the TLS or fused tree point cloud as a calibration tool.411

In this case, a small area of TLS or fusion would be used as a training dataset for landscape scale UAV-LS412

measurements. From locally derived structural relationships crown structural metrics could be measured413

over large areas, based upon the UAV-LS clouds, these could be used to measure e.g. biomass (Wilkes et al.,414

2018). Moreover, large footprint spaceborne LiDAR missions, such as GEDI (Global Ecosystem Dynamics415

Investigation) could also benefit from validation programs based on stand-alone TLS and UAV-LS as well as416

their fusion (Calders et al., 2020a).417

4.3.2. Fine scale 3D modelling418

The fusion of high density TLS and UAV-LS could also improve fine scale 3D modelling of tropical trees.419

UAV-LS can provide points at the top of lower big branches, which are occluded for TLS (Figure 5). 3D420

modelling tools, like TreeQSM, mitigate this occlusion only marginally and with large uncertainty. Hence,421

fusion could still improve volume measurements of the big branches, which can reach considerable heights in422
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tropical forests. Lau et al. (2018) demonstrated on tropical trees that TreeQSM based on TLS data was able423

to reconstruct more than 95% of the branches thicker than 30 cm (e.g. the main stem and big branches).424

However, they also showed that the reconstruction accuracy decreased for thinner branches between 10 and425

30 cm, which usually also have lower point cloud density. Figure 5 shows that at the top of the tree relatively426

big branches are sampled by TLS in a scattered way whereas the UAV-LS points are more contiguous. As a427

result, in the case of TLS these top branches could be lost or classified as leaves during leaf-wood separation428

leading to an incomplete modelling of the top of the tree. UAV-LS could fill in these gaps, increase point429

density, resulting in a better representation of the branches and the top canopy.430

However, the co-registration accuracy of UAV-LS might be too low to really improve volume and branch431

diameter measurement. Co-registration error has a large influence on 3D modelling. The co-registration432

within the TLS and UAV-LS point cloud individually as well as between TLS and UAV-LS to obtain fusion433

has to be optimised. UAV-LS typically struggles with higher co-registration error between its scan lines as434

the free moving mounting of the LIDAR on a UAV produces many more degrees of freedom for the scanner435

positioning and orientation (Brede et al., 2019). The TLS point cloud, which has a higher point density and436

thus a higher opportunity to find planar features used for accurate co-registration, can, however, provide an437

extra reference point to improve the co-registration between UAV-LS flightlines.438

4.3.3. Other considerations439

But, not every relevant structural metric necessarily requires 3D modelling with cylinders. The branch length,440

which was underestimated by 20% for branches smaller than 50 cm diameter by TreeQSM from TLS point441

clouds in the study of Lau et al. (2018), can be obtained through other methods such as skeletonization of442

the tree point clouds. These methods perform better without occlusions and could benefit from the fused443

point cloud (Fu et al., 2020). Furthermore, UAV-LS is not the only option to fill in the gaps due to occlusion.444

Ongoing work in computer graphics on incorporating semantic information to assess and infill occlusion445

for image reconstruction can potentially be applied to point clouds to minimise occlusion in tree models,446

especially in the top of the canopy (Calders et al. (2020a)).447

5. Conclusion448

We evaluated the opportunities of stand-alone TLS, UAV-LS as well as their fusion for determining macro-449

scopic structural metrics in dense tropical forests. Our results demonstrated that, using the fused point cloud450

as a benchmark, TLS as well as UAV-LS can accurately measure the H (mean differences <1%, RMSE <0.4451

m), CPA (mean differences <8.05%, RMSE <5.5 m2) and CV (mean differences <9.19%, RMSE <30.33452

m3). It should be noted that these results are based on the largest trees of the most common species in the453
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plot, which also generally contain the largest fraction of biomass of the plot. In contrast to TLS, which can454

obtain accurate DBH measurements compared to census data (RMSE =5.04 m), single flight UAV-LS is not455

sufficient to provide accurate DBH measurements in dense tropical rainforests due to occlusion. We believe456

TLS is the current benchmark for plot-scale structural measurements of stand and tree structure although457

very detailed modelling of the top of the canopy will be difficult. UAV-LS has shown to be a good method to458

quickly obtain accurate H, CPA, and CV measurements for canopy trees, showing great potential for larger459

scale monitoring. The fusion of TLS and UAV-LS, while not necessary to obtain macroscopic structural460

metrics, opens up new avenues for enhancing UAV-LS data through local calibration with TLS.461
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